
WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

LogiStock - WebStock - RFStock 
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DESCRIPTION

FEATURES

Multiple level of unit-of-measure conversion

Registries of removals, orders, and placing in storage

Adjustable removal method per item

Automatic calculation method

Reports

Interface module for processing electronically executed tasks, sending feedbacks

The expert system of Régens Zrt. is based on the actual market demands. In the field of warehouse 

management and logistics we provide flexible responses to changing needs and dynamic adaptation 

to company growth.

Taking these aspects into account, we have developed our professional warehouse IT system. 

LogiStock provides reliable functionality even in case of several thousand items handled on a daily 

basis and under 24-hour operation.

The software supports the registry of a wide range of goods (food, components, etc.), handles diverse 

withdrawal strategies and works through online barcode readers as well.
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MAIN AREAS OF USE

Warehouses of raw material and finished goods

Commercial warehouses

Warehouses of logistics service providers

CONNECTION WITH RÉGENS SOFTWARES

RFStock module: online barcode reader devices to the software

WebStock o�ers a web based surface for the consigners

Connection with Régens Book invoicing module

Delivery shipping tasks to the Régens Distribution

Management information system connection

In addition to handling warehouse processes, Régens also o�ers additional logistics solutions, 

which can be easily integrated into the LogiStock program's operations.
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WEBSTOCK

Faster administration

Reduction of the possibility of error

Available inventory data from anywhere and anytime

Resource savings

WebStock module is connected to our LogiStock system. With this software solution we o�er for the 

warehouse owners the possibility to monitoring the stock of goods or making delivery orders based 

on inventory.

WebStock is optimized for even phones, which makes it more a flexible.

Features



Advantages of the RFStock module:
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RFSTOCK

Integrated to further Régens logistics softwares

Fast product identification

Speeding up workflow

E�cient handling of goods

Save on labor and time spent on administration

Simple and accurate handling of goods, inventory taking

Régens always keeps in mind the needs of Customers and increases the e�ciency of their daily 

work. This idea inspired us to create our RFStock barcode scanner module, which can make the 

warehouse processes faster, more e�cient and more accurate.

RFStock can be easily integrated to the Régens logistics software’s system.

Our forms are provided with a unique barcode and QR code, so with the additional module the 

incoming goods, the goods storage, the product identification, the compilation of inventories and 

the maintenance of article data can be easily done with one move.

One of the most recent features of RFStock is product identification. With the help of this function 

when the goods arrive, the data are shown in the software according to EAN13 or GTIN14. The 

employee has an immediate opportunity to correct the record item data according to the real data 

of goods (wrapping, weight, size).


